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Abstract 
This thesis re-approaches structural engineering through an interactive perspective by 
introducing a series of tools that concatenate parametric design with structural analysis, 
thus achieving interoperability between the architectural shape and its structural 
performance. Furthermore, this research demonstrates how the design can be realised into 
an efficient structural form by applying novel techniques of form-finding through the 
exploitation of the created tools.  Two new approaches are developed in this thesis. The first 
approach uses a 2D truss and a free form surface and combines Parametric Design with 
Structural Analysis by using computer programming to establish a common interactive 
framework. The second approach utilises the generated framework to apply techniques of 
form-finding to structural shapes.  The 2D truss is form-found to respond to parametric user 
defined constraints and an efficient grid structure is applied on a free form surface by 
following the directions of the principal stresses that occur from its structural analysis.  The 
generated output is applied on a real design project and its structural efficiency is compared 
with structures created using conventional techniques.  
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1 Introduction 
The digital age has introduced a new approach to architectural form. The rapid advance in 
CAD technology has enabled architects to overcome the traditional design boundaries and 
to transform any imagined shape into a persuasive building. In this context, structural design 
is lagging behind and engineering engagement with architecture is restricted to making the 
building stand up. This traditional approach cannot keep up with the modern design process 
and the engineer is unable to give feedback to the architect’s design, often stalling the 
design process. While a large variety of tools serving architectural geometry, such as 
parametric modelling, is available for use by architects, allowing limitless capabilities and 
speed in design, the engineering industry remains adherent to traditional structural analysis 
techniques.  
 
When it comes to simple engineering problems and buildings that consist of straightforward 
structural elements such as columns, beams and slabs, the behaviour of which is easily 
understood and assessed, the engineer can quickly give direct feedback to the architect by 
using traditional rules of thumb as for example span to depth ratios or section strength 
tables. The same feedback cannot be given on free form shapes. According to Wagner and 
Bogle,   “One of the principal problems was related to the difficulty of gaining insight in the 
structural action of complex three-dimensional layouts, when precedents are few and rules 
of thumb are not yet established “[1]. The more complex an architectural shape becomes, 
the more difficult it is for the engineer to interpret it and understand its structural 
behaviour.  A time consuming process of modelling and simulation, prior to the 
determination of the structural outcome unavoidably causes friction, which often limits the 
efficiency of structural design. In order for a model to be shared among the different design 
disciplines, a large amount of data needs to be exchanged and a number of translations 
need to be made, an arduous procedure which does not necessarily lead to precise results.  
This raises the need for better interoperability among the software used by the design 
team.  
 
By employing the power of parametric design combined with structural analysis software, 
one can speed up this process and can have the ability to explore more iterations of a 
structural solution which can lead to the optimum result without being restricted by time 
barriers. By extending the capabilities of parametric design to include and implement 
structural analysis, the engineer can move away from the traditional ways of structural 
thinking and relax the technical boundaries.  The results deriving from a structural analysis 
need no longer be single solutions to problems but parameters that feed into the 
architectural form and conclude to an optimum shape.  
 
This thesis aims to introduce a series of tools to fill this gap between architectural and 
engineering design and to enhance the dialogue between their representatives, by 
combining software tools that are already available to both disciplines, in order to 
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interactively manage and form-find structures for free form surfaces. These means enable 
the design engineer to retain better control over software packages for structural analysis 
and also enhances their capabilities in parametric modelling, interactive results output and 
efficient form-finding. In addition, by utilizing the combined power of parametric modelling 
and programming, novel efficient forms of structure are explored and exploited.  
   
In Chapter 3, simple examples of structures are described, leading primarily to full 
parametric control of their design attributes and direct representation of their analysis 
results.  Secondly, efficient forms that correspond to each possible change of the initial 
geometry are generated.  The case of a two-dimensional, simply supported truss is 
investigated first, as an initial approach to achieve interoperability in structural design by 
combining computer programming and parametric modelling. The same example is then 
used as a starting point to generate more efficient forms of trusses, which also respond to 
the designer’s change of objective.  
 
In Chapter 4, a more complex case is explored, that of a free form surface. A software tool in 
the context of free form design is developed, to control any type of complex surface, 
analyse and extract real time results and perform operations within the environment of a 
parametric design software. By further exploiting this tool, a novel technique for the 
generation of a structure to support the previously assessed surface is investigated.  The 
technique involves transforming a continuum surface into an efficient grid shell, by 
following the directions of the principal stresses that occur from the structural analysis of 
the former. An intermediate study on the analogous case of following principal curvature 
direction fields is also conducted to prove the feasibility of the method.   
 
Finally, in Chapter 5, the grid generated by the above technique is tested on a real design 
project and its performance is compared to conventional types of structures that could 
support free form shapes. Throughout the process, the notion of interactivity and 
parametric control is maintained, so that the user can determine and manipulate changes at 
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Tensile Structures, or Pre-stressed Membranes, have evolved through widespread 
experience in sails, by combining high strength fabric, cables and struts to form large-span 
doubly-curved surfaces, through complex construction methods that needed higher skilled 
labour than their prior counterparts did. Some great examples of such structures were 
designed by Frei Otto and Ted Happold, “the most adventurous pioneer designers of such 
roofs” [13].   
The most recent development of the aforementioned forms, are space-frames, developed 
with an appreciation of three-dimensional equilibrium and the enhancement of material 
tensile strength.  These can be seen in trussed, or triangulated layouts, and to quadrilateral 
rigid-jointed grids. The latter form is further exploited during this thesis, aiding the 
development of novel grid structures. 
 
2.4 Parametric Design in Structural Engineering 
The development of complex forms in architecture led to the transition from the traditional, 
static design approach, to a more “dynamic” process that enables the control of the 
“inevitable changes” that derive from the former.  According to Robert Aish and Robert 
Woodbury, this differentiation in design methods is described as the following:  
“Conventional CAD systems focus design attention on the representation of the artefact 
being designed. Currently industry attention is on systems in which a designed artefact is 
represented parametrically, that is, the representation admits rapid change of design 
dimensions and structure” [14]. The term “parametric design” has evolved in the last 
decades through the application of advanced computing to architecture and it refers to 
designing an object by describing the relationship between its parameters. This allows the 
re-definition of the final output by manipulating the components of the object.  An object is 
described by its geometrical constraints or by its degrees of freedom as well as by its 
dimensions and the equations that define their correlation [15]. What makes a difference to 
its application to architecture, is the association of a whole set of parameters that define 
new functions in order to fully describe and control a design. In the context of a building, 
the control of such a set of parameters can enable a holistic, associated approach to 
architectural design.   With this tool provided, the designer is able to describe 
mathematically complex forms and to discover new ones, while understanding their 
conceptual functions. Consequently, by overcoming the constraint of time in facilitating 
changes they can yield them to more optimum solutions.  Amongst the most widely used 
parametric design tools is Bentley’s Generative Components, which according to the 
software research director, Robert Aish “has the potential to span the architectural process 
from concept formation to digital fabrication in a system of related design models” [16].  A 
debatable drawback to the multiple virtues of the application of parametric design in 
architecture is that it increases complexity and without the proper structural guidance from 
the early design stages, often leading to results that are difficult to construct.  
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While a variety of parametric design software (see section 2.2) is readily available to fit the 
context of architectural design or more specifically to analyse and manipulate geometry, 
they are not widely applied to structural engineering problems.  According to the 
description of Generative Components, “it consists of a rich set of predefined geometric 
types and relationships...” and “...includes predefined measurement tools which can be used 
to evaluate the performance of such geometric construction.” [16] Such extensions, serving 
geometry and consequently architectural design, are not available, at least commercially, in 
a form relevant to the work of a structural engineer. Since building forms are becoming 
more complex, the engineering input is becoming essential from the concept stages and the 
role of the engineer in a design collaboration is enhanced. Despite that, there seems to be a 
gap between the ways the two disciplines interact. While a concept form can be shaped, 
understood and altered quickly by the architect, an engineer cannot assess the date given in 
analogous speed.  For a given free form shape, developed with ease inside a  Parametric 
CAD environment, extensive analysis needs to take place on the engineering side for it to be 
structurally assessed.  Most of the times, the full behaviour is not fully understood due to 
the time chasm between modelling, analysis and assessment and just static performance 
feedback is returned for the shape analysed. Structural constraints, such as performance of 
structural members or materials and boundary conditions for example, are not controlled 
equally by Structural Analysis software as opposed to the way geometrical constraints are 
treated by parametric design software. Conceptual structural engineering of complex 
shapes is lagging behind the architecture that it is summoned to support. While engineers 
are already using rules of thumb to quickly assess simple orthogonal structural problems, for 
example how deep a concrete beam has to be for a given span, or the type of section 
suitable for a compression member, there are not any tools available to give a quick 
feedback or even understand the performance of a free form surface.   
 
The engineering industry is currently making limited use of parametric CAD tools, as far as 
the extents of structural modelling are concerned. Only a few structural engineering 
practices, as Buro Happold (S.M.A.R.T.  Team) and Adams Kara Taylor (Parametric Applied 
Research Team, “p.art”), are developing in-house software to enhance the design process. 
These tools are still only dedicated to the specialized teams that create them rather than 
used by the mass of practitioners. 
 
A successful attempt to enable a performance based generative design is documented by 
Kristina Shea [35] in developing a synergy between a structural design system and Bentley’s 
Generative Components using XML models. 
 
2.5 Interoperability in design 
Since the Renaissance, engineering and architecture have been forced to diverge to 
different disciplines due to a demand of more rigorous design and in order to serve a 
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The aforementioned project reflects a major challenge in designing and fabricating modern 
complex structures and at the same time outlines some common collaboration problems 
that are encountered in practice. The use of distinct design models and different software 
platforms by the design team members is something common (see Figure 5). However, 
when it comes to non-conventional shapes, translating and exchanging information that can 
be universally understood and implemented is an arduous process that can often limit the 
possibilities of an optimum result.  This study outlines the process of translating each 
information model for use by each different discipline from concept to fabrication. 
Additionally, it marks the difficulties that emerge, the data loss and the extra time needed 
to resolve arising technical queries. What is more, it shows the possibility for the process to 
be automated in a large extent and suggests the need for a common platform or framework 
to administer this collaboration.  Further description of the above work is not within the 
scope of this thesis, though it is available for reference.  
 
Among others, this thesis aims to improve this field of communication between multiple 
disciplines involved in construction, by introducing a series of tools that either connect 
software to interchange information or translate data to be used in different forms. In 
addition, it proposes the advance creation of interoperability frameworks to aid this process 
by setting up common information exchange platforms for efficient communication 
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3 An Interactive approach to Structural Analysis 
 
In this section, the approach followed to generate tools that aid the interoperability and 
interactive structural analysis is presented and discussed.  Two examples are used to 
illustrate this process: a simple one that handles the case of a two dimensional truss and a 
more complex one that applies to the case of free form surfaces. In both examples, a 
parametric design software is combined with a structural analysis software using computer 
programming to enable real-time exchange of data and visualisation of analysis results.  
 
3.1 Parametric definition of a 2D Truss 
To enable a multi-objective structural design, a small software project was assembled in 
order to demonstrate the possibilities and extents of a collaboration between generative 
design and structural analysis tools. The aim of this software was to achieve interoperability 
between parametric design software and a structural analysis package. For this purpose, 
McNeal’s Grasshopper 3D and Autodesk’s Robot Structural Analysis [19], were linked 
together using the C# programming language. In particular, Grasshopper3D is used to 
parametrically generate geometry which is sent to Robot for structural analysis, its results 
being returned to Grasshopper for visualisation or to perform optimisation tasks. 
 
The functionality of Grasshopper 3D (GH) can be extended by writing code in C# or VB 
DotNet programming language to create custom components.  In parallel, Robot Structural 
Analysis (RSA) allows the interaction with other software and the use of its Calculation 
Engine through an Application Programming Interface (API) [20]. 
 
A distinction should be made between the way that the two applications understand and 
control geometry: when modelling a structure, a set of notions should be taken into account 
in order to facilitate the process of defining and analysing a certain structure. These notions 
can be defined as the structural modelling entities and include nodes, bars and panels and 
match real building elements as foundations, beams, slabs and so on. Some of these entities 
also exist in the pure geometric model, sometimes with different naming, and in fact 
determine a similar notion. For example, two points can describe a line and in the same 
way, two connected nodes describe a structural bar. What makes a significant difference in 
the representation of a structural model is the need to attach structural attributes to each 
of its elements, while the geometric model can be purely described by its topology. In 
addition, the numbering of each element and its global orientation in relation to its local 
axis definition are crucial points in the definition of a structural model (Figure 6). A simple 
bar element for example, is labelled with a number and is defined by its two interconnected 
nodes i and j, each one numbered individually in the global system.  The accurate definition 
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current research. Meshing is a common method to overcome the intractability of 
continuous problems by discretising them into generic elements whose behaviour is better 
understood. A Mesh is defined by quadrilateral or triangular Faces (flat facets) bounded by 
Edges which in turn are defined by Vertices (points) in x,y,z coordinates in their two ends.  
The Finite Element method, which is extensively used throughout this thesis research, is 
based on this approach. In fact, a Finite Element Analysis (FEA) can be defined as “a general 
discretization procedure of continuum problems posed by mathematically defined 
statements” [22].  The mesh is an approximation to the continuous surface, touching it only 
at the vertices. A fine mesh, with smaller but more numerous triangles, is more accurate, 
but also more expensive to process. 
 
Therefore, as a first step to the process of analysing a free form structural surface, 
specifically NURBS surface, it needs to be converted into a triangular mesh.  A standard GH 
component is used to mesh any surface that is either drawn in Rhino 3D or described 
parametrically in GH. The mesh settings are controlled by the component to shape more 
uniform discretisation of the surface.  The mesh aspect ratio, which ensures that the ratio of 
width over height of each quad is less than or equal to the value set [23], is set to 1.0. The 
faces’ maximum edge length is manipulated to achieve either better approximation quality 
or computation speed.  GH’s mesh output is a connectivity matrix of vertices, edges and 
faces. This information needs to be decomposed in elements that can be read by the 
structural analysis component, which, as was mentioned in the previous example, 
recognizes data in a different manner. The mesh vertices are translated in a list of points in 
3D space, which are then translated in structural nodes inside the analysis component. Up 
to this point, no relation between the nodes exists only an unreferenced point cloud is 
drawn in RSA. The connectivity of each face is then used to create arrays of nodes by 
selecting the three points that comprise each face out of the list.  Finite elements can then 
be created by utilizing the arrays created using the FiniteElems interface in RSA.  Structural 
properties need to then be applied, which are treated in a way that allows them to be 
controlled parametrically by the user through the GH graphical interface. The properties 
relative to FE and essential to the analytical process are the type of the elements, which are 
set to planar 3-node elements with constant thickness, the material that either is preset 
from RSA’s library or can manually be defined by its properties and the element’s thickness.  
The model’s supports are initialised to the edges by selecting all the nodes that lie on the 
mesh’s outline.  The border of the mesh is isolated by utilizing the topological information of 
the mesh by accessing Rhino.NET SDK [24].  A routine is formed to run through all the edges 
that form the mesh’s topology and select the ones that are “naked”, which means that they 
are only connected to one face. The vertices that belong to those edges are output to the 
analysis component and are selected as nodes that contain support information.  The 
topological information is lost when the mesh is translated to FE for the structural modelling 
and therefore the index of each support vertex needs to be found from the list of nodes that 
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4 Interactive Form-finding 
In a second phase, ways to extend the use of the relation between generative design and 
structural analysis (established in Chapter 3) are explored, in order to investigate efficient 
structural forms. An attempt is made therefore to apply optimisation techniques to the 
custom components in order to determine the best possible outcome to the given problem 
while satisfying certain constraints.  Through these techniques, parametric form-finding is 
introduced, as a means to explore multiple improved approaches, rather than seeking for a 
single automated solution.  
 
4.1 Parametric Truss Form-finding 
In the case of the parametric 2D truss, a framework is defined for the designer to explore 
multiple definitions to the problem while being able to instantly visualise the results. At this 
stage, the resulting output for each different definition is used to find a better form of 
solution depending on the constraints that are set.   
 
A well-established method leading to a more efficient form of a truss is to adjust its shape to 
its stress conditions.  Trusses are used to bridge spans and therefore the most vital form of 
force that they are subject to is bending moment. Bending moment introduces axial forces 
on to the chords of the truss and consequently members are more stressed in areas of high 
bending moments.  
 
In mechanics, the stress induced in a member of constant section under pure bending force 
equals to:  	 =  	 
where  	  is the normal stress,  is the applied moment,  is the section’s moment of 
inertia relative to the bending axis and  is the distance from the members neutral axis to 
the point that the stress is calculated(usually this is taken as the cross sections mid-depth as 
it is where the maximum stress occurs). The above relationship proves that the distribution 
of stresses in a member under pure bending is determined by the bending moment that it is 
subject to and the section’s moment of inertia. Therefore, a cross section is able to 
withstand larger moment force with an increase of its moment of inertia. A sections 
moment of inertia describes the distribution of its “mass” relative to a coordinate system 
and it is defined by: =  
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4.7 Plotting trajectories along Principal Stress directions 
The principal stress data was initialized at that point to be provided as input to the plotting 
algorithm. The notion of having to deal with bounded elements (mesh faces that are bound 
by their edges) initiated the idea of utilising only the boundaries for finding intersections 
with the principal vectors, i.e. the faces’ edges. The idea involved, starting from divisions 
along the surfaces edge, the following steps: 
 
(1) Drawing short lines from each starting point by following the principal stress 
direction. 
(2) Extending each line to the nearest edge belonging to the same face, (the new line 
generated is named “Extended Curve”).  
(3) Finding the intersection between the extended line and the faces edge. 
(4) Setting the intersection point as a new starting point.  
(5) Selecting the right direction by making use of the algorithm developed on the case of 
principal curvatures. 
(6) Continuing the loop until reaching another surface edge. 
 
For the above procedure to be realized, all the principal stress directions had to be mapped 
to the faces that belonged to the GH mesh. That way, each face had its dedicated principal 
stress direction aligned on its plane. In addition, all the topological edges had to be 
translated to lines so that operations, such as extension and intersection, could be applied 
to them. In order to identify the starting points the “naked faces” (the faces that lie on the 
perimeter) needed to be distinguished from the global list of faces. That is achieved by 
searching through the global face list and checking for the edges that only had one face 
connected to them. The two faces connected to the former would comprise the starting 
faces and thus the starting directions.     
 
Because Rhino’s extending routine used infinite segments, it was unable to control the 
direction at which each line was extended to. Therefore, the starting edge was excluded 
from the possible extension targets. That was done by creating an Array (of size three) for 
each face, which contained the three edges (lines) that it was bounded by. Each item of the 
array was checked whether it was lying on the surfaces edge and if the condition was 
fulfilled it was excluded from the Array. By making that exclusion every line created from 
the starting point would only extend to one of the possible remaining edges, while making 
sure it would not extend back on the naked edge.  
At the next step, an intersection interface from Rhino.SDK was used to find an intersection 
between each possible target item belonging to the array and the Extended Curve.  The 
intersection interface returns Boolean values of true or false indicating whether the 
intersection was successful or not. The Boolean value was used to determine the index of 
the edge at which the intersection occurred and consequently the index of the faces 
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In three-dimensional algebra [32], the intersection of two lines comprising of the points x1=	(x1,	 y1,	 z1),	 x2=	 (x2,	 y2,	 z2)	 and	 x3=	 (x3,	 y3,	 z3),	 x4=	 (x4,	 y4,	 z4) is found by solving the 
simultaneous equations: 
     x=		x1+(x2-x1)s		 	 	 	 	 x=		x3+(x4-x3)t		
For an intersection to be found, the condition that the lines are not skew needs to also be 
fulfilled:  (x3-x1).[(x2-x1)×(x4-x3)]=0	
 
The equations are solved by eliminating s and t  with: 
 = ( × ) ∙ ( × )| × |  
 
Where , 	and  are Vectors in three-dimensional space defined by:	
 
 ≡ −  ≡ −  ≡ −  
 
The point of intersection between the two lines is then found by substituting s	back into the 
equation: = + 	  
 
The intersection algorithm was tested to find a possible intersection between the new finite 
line segment created (by following the selected principal stress direction), now converted to 
infinite, and the three contents of the edge Array. The above equations yield intersection 
points for infinite lines and therefore the parameter domain in which the intersection is 
found needed to be checked in order to be ensured that the point was lying within the 
edges’ length. Consequently, where t		is the line parameter on every edge: 
 0 < < 1 
 
In addition, the line would not intersect backwards to the face it had started from. The 
condition was initially maintained by calculating the dot product between the new line 
created and the one previously plotted ensuring that the two were pointing in the same 
direction. In a latter phase, this condition was algorithmically refined by just checking that 
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This research aimed initially at creating tools to achieve design interoperability between 
architecture and structural engineering, leading to the creation of efficient structures for 
complex architectural shapes. This was accomplished by employing the power of parametric 
design combined with structural engineering software.  What is more, this combination 
enabled an interactive approach to structural design, a function which currently is sparingly 
applied for solving engineering problems. As documented in the literature review, tools that 
aid fast and associative design are readily available to architects. These allow them to 
generate, analyse and manipulate models quickly, while being able to visualise results in a 
real-time manner.  This process often leads to architecturally pleasing design solutions. The 
involvement of a structural engineer in the early stages of design is essential in modern 
architecture and particularly in regards to complex forms. Therefore, without the use of 
compatible tools, an engineer not only fails to support architectural design but also moves 
away from efficient solutions.  Although there is still a large field of applications to explore 
and exploit, the following were successfully developed during this research: 
Parametric definition of a 2D truss 
A two-dimensional truss was fully described in a parametric manner in Grasshopper 3D, by 
including both its geometric and structural attributes. The attributes included its span, its 
height, the bar section sizes, supports position and type, the type of truss (Brown, Pratt or 
Vierendeel) and load case or load combination selection.  All the attributes by which it was 
described could be manipulated in Grasshopper by either using numerical sliders or text 
panels for assigning string inputs. The latter were used for the cases of selecting attributes 
through already defined lists as for example section types. The truss was analysed by 
transmitting the data to Robot Structural Analysis which returned the desired results to 
Grasshopper’s (Rhino 3D) environment. For any change of attributes, the truss would 
interactively update and visualise the new results output.  
Interactive analysis of a free form surface 
This application enables any free form NURBS surface to be translated into an analytical 
surface for an FE analysis. In a similar manner as with the 2D truss, all the surfaces attributes 
(geometrical and structural) were defined parametrically in Grasshopper. These attributes 
included the geometric definition of the surface and its mesh geometry, the support 
constraints such as column supports and their position, or surface perimeter supports, as 
well as material and thickness of the shell.  Again, the surface was sent to RSA for analysis 
and the results were returned to Grasshopper’s environment interactively, being given any 
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Parametric truss form-finding 
In an attempt to further exploit the potential of the parametric truss definition, the previous 
2D truss example was extended in order to investigate more efficient forms of trusses. By 
utilising the analysis output, the geometry of the truss was reshaped following the force 
diagrams of its members to lead to a more even distribution of stresses. This method 
produced some interesting novel shapes of trusses which fully correspond to the internal 
stress conditions of its members and thus minimise the material in the areas where it is not 
utilised.    
Developing structurally efficient grid structures 
The major part of this research concerned the generation of efficient structures to support 
free form architectural designs. This was achieved by making use of the experience gained 
from the previous, rather simple examples, relating to a variety of problems extending from 
interoperability to form finding.   A technique of utilising the areas of maximum and 
minimum stress that occur in a continuum was used. Those areas were isolated in a form of 
grid which efficiently substituted the continuous free form surface. For this purpose, the 
framework for acquiring analysis data from structural analysis software that was created in 
Section 3.2 was used.  The directions of the principal stresses emerging from the analysis of 
the surface (assuming a continuous concrete shell) were used as the guide to plot 
trajectories that would later produce the proclaimed grid.  The efficiency of the generated 
structure was proved by comparing its performance with grids created using conventional 
techniques for a real design project. The principal stress grid for the tested surface yielded 
significantly increased stiffness compared to equal weight conventional grids. In addition, it 
appeared to deflect much less than both conventional grids.  
    
6.2 Further Work 
This thesis has demonstrated the efficient development and application of tools that aid 
interoperability in design and in parallel contribute to the generation of efficient structures. 
Although there is still a large field to be investigated and explored by engineers ,this 
research has pioneered the generation of a variety of interactive applications to provide the 
designer with significant assistance, ranging from solutions to small engineering problems to 
complex programming-intensive applications aiding free form design. What is more, it will 
hopefully trigger further invention in the field, as it has shown the potential for ample 
exploitation.   
Some further improvements to the applications which were generated during this research 
should be however highlighted in order to be realized in future work:   
 
Initialisation of the Robot Structural Analysis member design engine   
The utilisation of this interface and its linking with Grasshopper 3D will lead to the 
improvement of the performance of the created structures. The interfaces’ inbuilt functions 
would allow designing and checking members under all possible design codes while 
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ensuring their structural sufficiency.  The structures generated in both the case of the truss 
and the free form surface grid were not designed nor checked in their ability to withstand 
2nd order effects as buckling. The further extension of the tools to include and control the 
member design interface would therefore enable the assessment of such structural 
behaviour and the anticipated rigorous design of the structure’s components. Furthermore, 
the utilisation of the plate and shell reinforcement design interface for would enable the 
realisation of concrete reinforcement layouts on any free form surface, making use relevant 
tool created in this context. 
 
Improving the trajectories plotting algorithm 
One of the major issues that remained unresolved regarding the plotting process was the 
sudden termination of trajectories at the points were the algorithm failed to choose the 
correct direction for the next plotting step. The error was inevitable since the continuum 
problem was translated to a discretized one and the algorithm was forced to select a 
direction associated with each facet. The fault occurred when the selected direction was not 
co-planar with the next in sequence face (see Section 4.7). This error could possibly be 
administered if in every termination of the plotting routine, a new trajectory was initiated, 
having the same direction, but starting from a different point adjacent to the point of 
termination within the associated face. The achievability of this method was partly 
illustrated in the Random selection process, where each trajectory would restart after 
termination to ensure that both opposing vector directions were initiated from each face. 
 
Another part of the plotting algorithm that requires further development is the spacing 
control of the trajectories. In the current context, two methods were used: a manual 
method of re-plotting each trajectory by its starting point by using numerical sliders and a 
semi-automatic method of stitching together trajectories that are close to each other. 
However, none of the two approaches is embedded in the actual plotting algorithm but they 
are applied in a post processing stage to refine the produced result. This raises the need for 
the development of an inherent routine that controls the trajectory spacing through a more 
systematic approach.  
 
Furthermore, the implementation of techniques and algorithms that were applied 
successfully in resampling surface meshes (for use in the animation industry) as “Periodic 
global parametrisation” [30] and “Spectral Surface Quadrangulation” [34]  could initiate a  
new approach to the problem of plotting trajectories that follow principal stresses  
occurring in a continuum shell.  
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